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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Greetings from the
LWA family !!
We have commenced the
new academic year in April and have
our summer break in May. Creative
Holiday Home work that can be done
from the safety and comfort of your
home , has been given for all levels. I
urge all to follow COVID appropriate
behaviour.
Keep safe and stay
protected by wearing a mask,
following
hand
hygiene
and
distancing. As we take a summer
break ,Relax and enjoy this edition of
the newsletter.
- Ms. Santhi Swaminathan
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A SPECIAL PRAYER
Every year a special prayer is organized for the students of Class X &
XII before they appear for their board exams. This year too the visit was
organised but a bit differently. Students were not involved this year keeping the
pandemic in mind.
As the saying goes "Prayer brings Victory" a spiritual prayer and
offerings were done at Unihomes Ganesha Temple for our students. Our
Principal Mrs Santhi Swaninathan accompanied by the teachers performed the
pooja. A religious song was sung by Mrs. Subha which created a spiritual and
peaceful ambience. It was such an amazing and pleasant day for all.
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EARTH DAY
CLASS VI
MAHATHI
TANYA DASNI

SHAHZAD

SUVETHA

BHOOPESH

HARSHINI

MADHUSVETHA

SHAIK SHAHNOOR

SHREENIDHI
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PARENTS’ FEEDBACK
BRYAN – CLASS IV

NIRUTTHAK – CLASS IV

Last years Maths class is
very useful and you
handled the classes in
constructive ways. Daily
questions on table
helped Brayan to learn
tables as well.

I am.. Nirutthak 's mother
mam.. he is a new one to
the class....but.. i want to
say this mam... i am very
much satisfied with your
class...i like.. your way of
teaching.. mam.. you are
handing the class.. very
well mam... hope
everyone going to learn
math... properly.. with
your guidance ....
thankyou so much..

MITHUNA – CLASS IV

Hi Ma’am, First to thank
for your patience in the
online class held last
year. We were worried
when the situation
changed to online class
but you made the class
interested with your
teaching skills and daily
activity to make children
active in learning.
Overall we are satisfied
with your teaching and
would be able to
observe the same with
my child learning.
Looking forward to the
same for this year.

SHASTIGAN – CLASS V

1.You are starting
classes on time.
2. Method of teaching is
simple and easy to
understand. 3. Recalling
the tables every day is
useful to remember it.
4. Weekly worksheets
are very useful to
understand the concepts
easily. 5.All problems
are solved with real life
examples.

MITHUNA – CLASS IV

Dear Ma'am, Your way
of handling the class,
timing and teaching
were perfect from day
one (2nd std). Notes,
HW everything seems
apt. Keep doing the
good work.
VRINDA – CLASS IV

The mathematics class
was really interesting. I
have seen my ward
taking interest in
mathematics. She learnt
the tables just to give
you answers when you
ask in the class. She
always wanted to give
the correct answers
because you
encouraged in a very
good manner. I really
have not seen a
mathematics teacher
with so much patience.
You really made every
child to understand the
topic really well. I see
you very composed and
teaching maths with
great logics that young
minds can consume well.
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PARENTS’ FEEDBACK
THEON – CLASS I

ANANYA – CLASS I

SANDRON – CLASS I

I really want to
appreciate and thank
you for being such a
wonderful teacher, the
way you were
interacting with students,
making learning so
interesting and
explaining, so a child
understand easily.

I really want to thank
you to all the teachers
of LWA family. The way
all the worksheets and
videos sent by teachers
are so good and
especially the online
festival celebrations. My
kid is really enjoyed.
Hope to be continued by
the next academic year.

These online classes
which are taken to my
child are very useful to
him. Kevin has improved
counting numbers very
fast he is very interested
in classes.

PRANAY – CLASS III

Thank you for calling
and checking each child
individually. Huge
respect to your
profession. We are so
impressed for the care
you have on students.

https://youtu.be/_iWQ_lVMvIk
https://youtu.be/tmUJLIhoDKA

NANDHIKA – CLASS 1

Similar to Nursery in
2019-20, the
Preparatory 2020-21
was also a successful
year for my kids. Though
the mode of learning for
the kids in preparatory
was new (online) which
in the beginning, as
parents we thought it
would not be feasible.
But our school & staffs
made everything
happen so that learning
went so smoothly &
systematically. Our
children enjoyed & they
themselves got adapted
to this new mode of
learning. We would like
to thank all the teachers
of prep for helping our
kids to complete a
successful year.
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TAMIL ACTIVITY
CLASS : II

முகமூடி மாட்டு நடித்துக் காட்டு
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
Class VII

Class VII
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
Class VII
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LWA ORIENTATION SESSION
Preparation is the key to success
and we at LWA strive towards it. Success
of our students lies in a healthy
collaboration between the parents and
the teachers. Keeping this in mind, two
exclusive orientation sessions were
organized for the parents and students of
class X and XII to walk them through the
curriculum and the path lying ahead of
them in this academic year.

CLASS – X, XI & XII

The session started on a musical
note invoking the blessings of the
almighty. The parents and students were
taken on a future tour of the examination
procedure and the grading system that is
being adopted by LWA as per the
curriculum formulated by CBSE. The
different subject combinations available
to chose from were laid before the
students.

The session was made interactive
through the Q&A section, where
clarifications were provided on several
aspects. The arrangements made by the
school in the wake of the pandemic to
ensure the safety of the students and
staff was a key ingredient of the
interaction.
The session achieved its purpose
of acclimatizing both parents and
students through the contemporary
examination procedure laid down by
CBSE. The parents were left assured that
the mode of education will adapt itself
well with the needs of the students and
there will be no compromise in this
regard.
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Thank
You
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